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were were referring to a period when tolkien hadnt signed the license that interplay was using, but
the rights were already widely distributed, and so they did basically whatever they wanted with it.

were dealing with a nigh-empty marketplace here. the company that developed dungeons & dragons
second edition, strategic simulations, came out with the first of their games based on the lord of the
rings, not quite a direct translation but certainly worthy of the name. its a 30-minute adventure, in
which you play a hobbit who must help his master, bilbo, escape from the goblins. the game wasnt
even released until 1994. in a way this is what the publisher of this cracked download should have

been: not a crack-addicted fan, but a professional game developer with a budget and time to make it
a real game. instead, we got an abominable stinker. so the good news is that it is fully functional. the

bad news is that it doesnt play very well. when you hook up your keyboard to your computer, the
game starts up and the intro screen appears. but clicking on anything does absolutely nothing. its

not that the game isnt there, but that it doesnt exist. instead, all you see is a blank screen for a few
minutes. when the game finally loads, the only thing in the world is a spinning globe, like something

you might see on a geocities page. at this point you have to hope that someone logged in before
you, and that they didnt leave their computer on their desk somewhere. theres a bit of strange
nonsense with the dos prompt thingy, the character graphics also appear to have been cut off,

making it look like its running in 800x600 mode and missing the tops and bottoms of the characters.
there are no icons in the window, and neither do you get any choice over what to play. its a visual

mess. worst of all, you cant even help yourself by clicking on the credits window, which often
contains useful information such as what languages the game supports.
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even if interplay had been willing to take such a risk, i think that the hobbit would have had to have
been a much more labor intensive and ambitious project than the original lord of the rings game. as
it stands, i think that the hobbit was not only a more reasonable proposition to interplay than a cd-
rom version of lord of the rings, but also that it is arguably the better product. of course, neither of
these two games, nor the others that have been attempted, is to be considered a perfect game. in

particular, the constant bug-spewing that seems to accompany every game is a source of continuous
frustration for the players. but the other big problem with the lord of the rings is one of content.

interplay did not even attempt to make it any sort of true role-playing game, and thus, because the
quests are so simple, the players are kept firmly on the rails, and even for those who have played a

lot of dungeons and dragons and so feel no shame in the genre, their sense of adventure is
somewhat dampened. and to make matters worse, the very beginning of the game is almost an

exercise in frustration. the point of choosing to play the game is to be presented with a choice, and
in this game, when you start up the game, you are presented with a menu of game options. first, you
can choose one of three random characters, but that has no real impact on the story. next, you are

presented with a list of quests. finally, you are presented with a map of the game area. things
started off wonderfully with paul jaquays dungeons of dagorlad, a text-only game that showed that

interplay knew where their bread was buttered. that one was a pure delight, but it didnt take long for
the company to make its first misstep. in 1994, they released dungeons of the argonath, a pc cd-rom
which was an unmitigated disaster. it was a buggy, overly complicated, and unintuitive game, sure,
but what really landed it in the bin for me was the cruel irony of its name. the argonath, of course,

was the axe of morgoth, gandalfs predecessor, and the last of his weapons, the magical sword of the
elves which he in turn had stolen from them. apparently, to the designers at interplay, the name

really meant, you suck. in any case, to give credit where it is due, the argonath wasnt so bad,
although it certainly didnt set the world on fire either. its certainly the most successful of interplay?s

lord of the rings games, and it was a well-received and quite playable pc game, as i have said. it
featured its share of glitches, though, and was generally received with a gentle shrug by the press,

something they seemed to have trouble acknowledging, being too busy lauding the graphical
qualities. 5ec8ef588b
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